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Matt Warshaw knows more about surfing than any other person on the planet. After five years of

research and writing, Warshaw has crafted an unprecedented history of the sport and the culture it

has spawned. At nearly 500 pages, with 250,000 words and more than 250 rare photographs, The

History of Surfing reveals and defines this sport with a voice that is authoritative, funny, and wholly

original. The obsessive nature of this endeavor is matched only by the obsessive nature of surfers,

who will pore through these pages with passion and opinion. A true category killer, here is the

definitive history of surfing.
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"Meticulously researched, smartly written, beautifully laid out...required reading." - Outside

Magazine"Written by one of the world's leading surf historians, this ...is the definitive book on surf

history and culture." - Drift Magazine"Trust us, his book is the place to go for the goods." - OC

Weekly"There's a reason that Warshaw is at the top of the surf writing field, and if you're looking for

a gift for the literate surfer in your life, this is definitely the one." -SBC Surf Magazine

Matt Warshaw is the former editor of SURFER magazine. A lifelong surfer, he is the author of

numerous books on surfing, including Maverick's: The Story of Big Wave Surfing. He lives in San

Francisco with his wife and son.

Warshaw covers it all. It's a fascinating book, complete with sections on surfing lore, surfing legends



and heroes, 'surfing philosophy' and how it influenced the sport (as well as the zeitgeist of the era,

an on), types of boards, how one mode of thinking led to the next. Well done and worth the price.

You can get gorgeous surfing photos -- past and present -- in a gazillion other books. This has a

few, but it really is an intellectual look at a West Coast phenom. Yes, intellectual (well, as much so

as possible, anyway). What I mean is that surfers are said to be shallow, narcissistic (or

ego-oriented) hedonists. He says little to disavow folks of that notion, but he explains how it is that

the public feels this way about those who practice the sport. Granted, today many -- if not most --

surfers probably just enjoy the athleticism, the being "in one with the waves" feeling, being out on

gorgeous days, the thrill of the speed, and the exhilaration of being out there in the gorgeous water

with the fish and other wildlife. But there is a mystique to it all, too, and while not exactly nailing the

sensation or the "rapture" of it, Warshaw comes about as close as possible.

One amazing book... there are however some facts that are incorrect but all these books have them.

It is one of the best surfing books today. Would love for this author to do a book on surfers that do

not get their kudos that one day no one will even remember and its a real shame. Went to

Wikapedia and the list is sad, Added some of the old guys that were amazing a lot more amazing

tham a few that are mentioned over and over as they hung with the right crowd but were just not all

that.... thanks love it read it all the time and will forever... a must have.

Excellent Book on the history of surfing. This is such a quality piece of work and as a surfer that

started surfing in the 60's and still surfs today I'm loving this book, great journalism and

photography. This is PURE Stoke!

I read this book whilst watching the surf roll off Snapper Rocks Queensland, probably the best, all

round all year surf break in the world.Matt covers the history of surfing in a concise manner and

leaves us plenty of room for thought on all the little tit bits which make up thefull background. As

both the art and sport of surfing is so quickly changing and is now being passed to the youngsters,

this book is an essential item for the collection of every surfer. As always the big question is, Where

is surfing headed next?? How and what will we be surfing in 10 years time ?

Gave this to my grandfather who revolutionized surfing in New Jersey back in the WWII era. He

spent hours reading and looking at pictures and telling me about the people in the book and who he

met. Thanks Matt Warshaw for letting my grandfather reunite with his past. Very humbling to see an



old man be so happy

A great education in the sport of surfing, this is a lengthy but very interesting book. Mr. Warshaw

has done some serious research into the history and put it together in a very easy to read manner. I

recommend it to anyone wanting to understand the complete sport of surfing.

Every surfer should know how it all started. Stay in touch with the sole of surfing to really live on our

liquids planet

This is it, the definitive story of surfing, surfers and beach culture.It's a big thick textbook like

collection of information, photos, stories and anecdotes.Warshaw has set the bar so high with this

work, I doubt anyone will ever have the balls to approach the subject again.I will be reading and

re-reading this one for a long time to come
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